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Security
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- A much larger percentage of mobile malware is targeted on Android rather than Apple due to Apple's superior and up to date software
- Apple strictly reviews all apps it publishes in search of malware and viruses
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- Unlike Apple, the security of Android depends on the hardware it's using.
- To have an environment as safe as Apple's, you must download apps such as Norton Mobile Security, which uses up space.
User Compatibility
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- Apple is more user friendly than Android
- It's easier to tell what the most recent upgrade is in Apple
- Apple automatically receives updates and alerts you
- Apple devices often run much smoother and crash much less
- The user interface on Apple is more polished
Little Perks
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- I already know how to use Apple devices so it would be easier for me to use right away
- Some Android devices aren't able to connect to cars
- There are so many more accessories for the iPhone because they are all basically the same, while there are tons of different Android models
- The iPhone's camera is much better than most Android phones
- There are so many more apps in the Apple app store than in the Google play store and the apps there are much better
- I already have an Apple account so I wouldn't have to spend extra money buying the apps I already got
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See for Yourself!